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Aesrnecr
Heulandite-Ca specimensfrom Poona, India consist mainly of { t t t }, {001 }, { 100I growth sectors.The growth sectors are
opticallytriclinic,thoughtheopticalextinctionanglesrelativetotheDaxisarelargerinthe{111}and[001]sectorsthaninthe
{100i sector All cell dimensions, determined by single-crystal X-ray methods, indicate that the {111} and [001] sectors are
triclinic and the { 100} sector is monoclinic or nearly so. The triclinic structuresare explained by the ordering ofAl and Si on the
crystal faces.
Keywords: heulandite-Ca, crystal growth, optical sectors,cell dimensions, chemical composition, Poona, India.

SorraMerns
Des 6chantillons de heulandite-Ca provenant de Poona, en Inde, montrent surtout les secteursde croissance { 1I 1}, {001 } et
{100}. Ceux-ci sont tricliniques d'aprds leurs propri6t6s optiques, quoique les angles d'extinction par rapport ) I'axe b sont
sup6rieursdans les secteurs{111 } et {001 } que dans le secteur {1001. D'aprdlesparamdtres r6ticulaires, d6termin6spar diffractionX surcristauxuniques,les secteurs{1111 et {001} seraienttricliniques,tandisqueie secteur{100} seraitmonocliniqueou
presquemonoclinique. On explique les structurestricliniques par mise en ordre des atomesAl et Si sur les surfacesde croissance.
(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-clds: heulandite-Ca, croissancecristalline, secteursoptiques, parambtresr6ticulaires, composition chimique, Poona, Inde.

INtnotucrroN
Most of the single crystals of zeolite-group minerals
show a sectoral texture and optical anomalies if inspectedwith crossedpolars. The macroscopic crystals
consist of growth sectors corresponding to the crystal
faces. Within a sector, the optical symmetry may be
lower than the symmetry defined on the basis of morphology andX-ray diffraction (e.9.,Akizuki & Nishidoh
1988). However. recent studies have shown that for
some zeolite minerals (e.g., stilbite, brewsterite, and
epistilbite), the symmetry obtained by X-ray diffraction
may well correlate with the optical symmetry (Akizuki
& Konno 1985,Akizuki et al. l996,Yang & Armbruster
1996).
The purpose of the presentstudy is to discussa relation between the growth pattem and the symmetry of
heulandite.
Rrvmw oF THEPERTTNENT
LrrBnlrune
Stilbite has been consideredto be monoclinic in Xray-diffraction studies. However, Akizuki & Konno
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(1985) and Akizuki et al. (1993) found that the [001]
sector of stilbite is orthorhombic, and the { 1l0} sector
is monoclinic in all samples studied by X-ray diffraction (powder and single-crystal methods), though the
optical symmetry of both sectors is triclinic in detail.
Also, the optical symmetry of many zeolites such as
analcime, yugawaralite, harmotome, epistilbite and
chabazite is lower than the symmetry determined by Xray and morphological properties (e.g., Akizuki 1985,
Gaines et aI. 1997). The property has been referred to
as "optical anomaly". The optical anomaly of zeolites
is probably due to Al, Si order, which is produced along
growth stepson crystal faces (i.e., Akizuki & Nishidoh
1988).
Heulandite-Ca is a common zeolite, with chemical
composition (K,Na)Ca+AlqSinOtz'24HzO,and has been
considered to be monoclinic since the l9th century
(Rinne 1887). Ventriglia (1953) reported heulandite to
be piezoelectric, which suggestsan acentric symmetry.
Merkle & Slaughter (1968) determined the symmetry
of heulandite as monoclinic, space group Cm. Also,
Alberti (1972) suggestedfrom X-ray analysis that the
"most probable" space group is Cm, whereas it is
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possible that the true symmetry of heulandite is lower,
i.e., Cl. Armbruster & Gunter (1991) confirmed a centrosymmetric space-group by a missing second harmonic generation effect. Gunter er al. (1994) did not
observe a deviation from C2/m for Na-exchanged and
non-exchanged heulandite, but found Cm diffraction
symmetry for Pb-exchanged heulandite. Structure refinements on completely Cd-exchanged heulandite led
also to Cm symmetry, and revealed highly significant
deviation in degree of Si,Al order from the C2l m model
(Armbruster 1998).Cs-exchangedheulandirecould only
be refined in the trictnic space-groupCl with signifrcant Si,Al order deviating from the topological symmetry (Yang & Armbruster 1996). These examples indicate
that the true symmetry of heulandite is probably triclinic
Cl. Armbruster (1998) reviewed the role of Si,Al order
and assessedthe true symmetry of heulandite.
ExpenftrsNrAL
In several samples of heulandite-Ca from Poona,
India, the surface growth-pattern with steps and the corresponding internal growth-sectors were observed by
reflection interference and transmission polarized optical microscopy. Unit-cell dimensions were obtained by
X-ray diffraction.
Optical observations

ing triclinic symmetry. Thus the plane of symmetry between the two kinds of bands changesinto a twin plane.
The steps on the (100) face are nearly normal or
nearly parallel to the morphological (010) mirror plane
(Fig. 3). The (100) thin section of the {100} sector
shows wavy extinction between crossed polars. The
extinction angle with respect to the b axis is smaller than
that in the {111} and {001} sectors,suggestingthat the
symmetry is monoclinic or nearly so.
Many minute euhedral crystals of heulandite, which
are parallel to each other, are observed on the (010)
growth face. The (010) sectionof the {010} growth sector shows a complicated growth-induced texture that
correlateswith the growth pattem on the (010) face. The
thin section normal to (010) shows narrow growth-induced bands in the {010} growth sector. The optical
extinction angles of the sectors vary from band to band
and from place to place in the band. Thus it was not possible to extract an optically homogeneous fragment from
the {010} sector for a single-crystal X-ray experiment.
The growth stepson the (111) and (001) crystal faces
are largely inclined to the morphological minor plane,
and the corresponding growth-sectors are optically triclinic. The growth steps on the (100) face are finely rrregular and nearly normal or nearly parallel to the (010)
mirror plane, and the corresponding growth-sector is
optically monoclinic or nearly so. The relations between
morphological and optical symmetries of heulandite are
similar to those in many other zeolites (e.g., Akizlkt
1985).

The transparent crystals are about 2 cm in a diameter and about I cm thick, and consist ofparallel growth
of thin (010) crystal plates. The macroscopic crystals Chemical composition
show small (1 I l), (001), and (100) faces and large (010)
faces (Fig. 1).
Table I shows chemical compositions of the {001 }
The (111) face shows some elongate triangular and {100} sectors,as determined by an electron-probe
growth hillocks with fine growth-steps that are sym- micro-analyzer. The chemical compositions are slightly
metrically inctned to the (010) minor plane. The corre- different between the two sectors.
sponding two sectors, which are observed in a thin
section normal to the (010) cleavage,are in a twin relationship with respect to the (010) plane. The direction
of optical extinction is inclined about 3o to the (010)
cleavageplane.This observationsuggeststhar the {1 1 I }
sectorsare triclinic.
Some growth hillocks with vicinal faces are observedon the (001) face (Fig. 2A). Although rhis face is
I I
normal to the morphological (010) mirror plane, the
! I
a I
vicinal faces are symmetrically inclined to the (010)
I I
mirror plane. The (010) plane of symmetry of the growth 1 00
I I
I I
hillock is indicated by black lines in Figure 24. Fine
I
I :
growth-steps are nearly parallel to the zone between
t
I
(001) and (1 I 1) faces, though the stepsare more or less
I
I
curved.
I
Thin sections cut parallel to (001) were made
t
l
through the {001 } sector.With crossedpolars, the secI
tions show some symmetrically inclined growth-bands
correspondingto the stepson the vicinal face (Fig. 2B).
The direction ofoptical extinction ofthe bands is 2-3"
inclined to the b axis on the (001) thin section, suggest- FIc. l. Morphology of the heulandite specimen.
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Frc. 2 A. Reflection photomicrograph of growth hillock with growth steps on the (001) face of heulandite. The D axis is
horizontal. B. Photomicrograph of a (00 1) thin section of the [ 101 ] sector in crossed-polarizedlight. The broad bands conespond to growth steps on the (001) face shown in Figure 2A. The optical orientations of the bands are symmetrical with
respect to the (010) plane, suggestingtwinning. Vertical stripes are due to the (010) cleavage.

X-ray analysis

TABLE 1 CHEMICAL COMPOSMON OF TWO SECTORS
OFTIEULANDITFCa

{001}

(100)

SiOrut%
Alro,
CaO
sfo
NarO
KrO
HrO

6040
1525
5 59
195
I 82
0 28

5E25
1 58 5
605
162
170

Total

85 29

83 80

Siqlu
AI
Ca
Sr
Na
K

{001)

{100}

n73
t25
275
052
162
016

a1 a1

Structuralfonnulre calotated on the bsis of 72 atomsoforygetr

a74
303
o44
154
o20

The optically homogeneousspecimensused for Xray measurementwere hand-picked from thin sections
of the { 111}, {001}, and { 100} sectorsof the samecrystal. The dimensions of these specimens are (in mm):
0 . 0 9 x 0 . 0 8 x 0 . 1 9 , 0 . 1 0x 0 . 1 8 x 0 . 0 2 ,a n d 0 . 1 8 x
0.18 x 0.08, respectively. The X-ray measurements
were conducted at room temperature with a Rigaku fourcircle diffractometer (Rigaku AFC-7S) with gTphitemonochromatized MoKa radiation (I 0.71069 A). The
unit-cell parametersin the three sectorswere obtained
by least-squaresfitting of centeredreflections (Table 2).
The cr and 1 anglesof the { I 1I } and {001 } sectorsshow
significant deviation from 90o (approximately 0.1"),
suggestingtriclinic symmetry, whereas the {100} sector is nearly monoclinic.
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TABLE 2 UNIT-CELL PARAMETERS,HEIILANDITE-Ca POONA, INDIA

"(A)

,(A)

4A)

(')

1(")

v(A'

o)

17733(5)t7 EE2(3)1 4rE(2)Eees(2)r164s(2) 90 l1(2) 2l06 o(e)

Q)

17702(3)
17e7e(2)7416(1)ree2(l) 11648(l) e0 03(l) 2l 126(6)

(3)

1771243)
11e68(2)742qD n l2(l) 1164e(l) 69 ee(l) 2113,3(6)

(4)

11100/€)
r7927Q) 74'rAl) 89.9(l) 116sl(l) 90 02(l) 2107.3(6)

(5)

r76e4<2)
17e34(2)7422(l)9001(2)11651(l) 8e.ee(l) 21076(s)

(6)

17611(t\1187s(7)7421Q)

11639(3) .

20972

Esdmed *mdsddrpi*iouregiEinpEMdls
Th€uit-€ll pErmot6w@
obtaincdFomr (l) l7 refleaionsbetwm lE 52 and24 58" ({Il 1} sedoo; (2) 23
reflections betw€o 3038 md 33 53" ((001) sstor) (3) 24 reflwtions b€tso€dl
(ool) sectq)i(a) 25rdccriffibctwq33 66 md 34 74" (100)
3l 57oDd,1667"
st6), md (5) 2l t€flc{iom betwcen3I 63 6Dd46 68" (( I 00} s€{itr) (6) Gut€r
e, al. (1994)

Rnswrs ANDDrscussroN
The symmetry of heulandite has been consideredto
be monoclinic when studied with X-ray and optical
methods. Since the (010) cleavageofheulandite is perfect, it was very difficult to produce a thin section normal to the cleavage. Therefore, in many previous
studies, the optical properties of heulandite have only
been observed in (010) thin sections (Slawson 1925,
Hey 1930, Boles 1972, Gunter et al. 1994, Yang et al.
1997). However, the present optical and X-ray studies
show that the {1111 and {001} are triclinic, and the
{ 100} sectorsare monoclinic or nearly so. The cell volume of the {001 } sector is significantly larger than that
of the { 100} sector. The difference of volume and the
departure from monoclinic character probably correlate
with Al,Si order produced on the crystal surface during
growth.
The symmetry is different from growth sector to
growth sector in some zeolites such as stilbite (Akizuki
& Konno 1985), brewsterite (Akizuki 1987) and scolecite (Akizuki & Harada 1988). Zeolites grow under
non-equilibrium conditions in aqueous solutions, and
the crystals show a heterogeneousgrowth-texture.
Growth kinetics are important in crystal formation, resulting in a complicated shape and anomalous optical
properties in growth sectors.
A three-dimensional crystal sfiucture of a growth
hillock is produced by the piling up of a two-dimensional atomic arrangementwhen the solution is below
supersaturation.According to Pauling's secondrule, the
local charge-balancemust be maintained in a three-dimensional structure. Thus tetrahedra in the zeolite's
framework that are directly coordinated to alkali or alkaline earth ions are preferentially occupied by alumi-

num, becauseof charge balance on the crystal surface.
The electrostatic charge on the growth surface, however,
is not balanced in a direction perpendicular to the surface, and therefore an ionic crystal can grow continuously. The charge balance should be maintained along
the two-dimensional structure exposed on the growth
surface as well as within the crystal.
The two-dimensional atornic arangements exposed
on a growth-step surfaceof an aluminosilicate differ on
each surface. If a tetrahedronis a favorably situated on
the growth-step surface adjacent to a large cation in the
channel, an aluminum ion will preferentially occupy the
tetrahedron, whereas if the tetrahedron is situated prior
to incorporation of the cation, a silicon ion will occupy
the tetrahedral site, Thus, the degree of the AUSi order
may differ from sector to sector. If the vicinal surface
consisting of growth stepsis nonnal to a mirror or glide
plane, the two symmetrically related sites will be
equivalent on the step surface,resulting in a disordered
arrangement. Conversely, if the vicinal surface is inclined to the mirror or the glide plane, the two symmetry-related sitesin a crystal will not be equivalent on the
surface.Thus ordering will occur, and the symmetry of
the crystal will be reduced. The morphological mirror
plane changes into a twin plane owing to the symmetrically ordered iurangements(e.9., Akizuki & Sunagawa
1978, Akizuki & Nishidoh 1988).
Since the crystal face or the growth step on the (11l)
and (001) faces ofheulandite is inclined to the morphological (010) mirror plane, the Al,Si occupancy is ordered with respect to the (010) mirror plane, and the
corresponding sectors are triclinic. The (010) minor
plane of the growth hillock on the (001) face changes
into twin plane. Since the finely irregular growth-steps
on the (100) face are normal or parallel to the (010)
mirror plane, the { 100} sector consists of an Al,Si disordered structure, and the mirror plane is maintained,
resulting in monoclinic symmetry.
A crystal surface has many growth hillocks consisting of various vicinal faces with growth steps. If the
straight growth-stepsmove in one direction on a crystal
face, the Al,Si arrangementin the corresponding sector
will be ordered and acentric. The stepsmove in one direction in the central area in Figure 2A, whereas the
stepsare slightly irregular in Figure 3. The growth steps
move in the opposite directions with respectto a mirror
plane (Fig. 2A), and the domain including the two
growth-patterns must be centric in X-ray analysis. In
general, the crystal face consists of a complicated
growth-pattern, and the crystal has many faces. Thus,
the averagesymmetry of a macroscopic crystal may be
centrosymmetric, and such zeolites may reveal a higher
diffraction-symmetry. For precise X-ray analysis, the
specimenhas to be carefully extractedfrom the heteroseneouszeolites.
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Frc. 3. Reflection photomicrograph of finely irregular growth stepson the ( 100) face The
b a-xisis horizontal.
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